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Summary 

The activity patterns of Greater horseshoe bats, (Rhinolophusforrumequinum), trapped leaving 
the Byfield Mine in either May/June, or in August, were investigated over a 40-day period by 
two surveyors. 
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A total of 26 bats of both sexes, including 2 juveniles, were tagged in the two sessions. Mature 
bats were aged from 1 to 20 years. Of this total, 25 bats were ringed. Most (21) had been ringed 
during winter in one of the Combe Down Mines. The other 4 were ringed in summer or autumn, 
either at the Iford breeding site (2), or the one at Mells (2). 

Bats foraged primarily along tall hedgerows, scrub and broad-leaved woodland edges in and 
around fields. South-facing slopes, which were presumably warmer than others, were mainly 
used. They also often used wooded watercourses along streams, rivers and canals. Urban areas 
were rarely used for either foraging, or flight-routes. 

The major foraging areas identified were the Horsecombe, and Southstoke valleys. The two 
juveniles began foraging in the Horsecombe Valley, before gradually extending their range. 
Other areas were important at certain times of the study. 

Of 18 night roosts precisely identified, two stood out in importance. They were a stable at the 
head ofHorsecombe Valley, and an outbuilding on the Hodshill estate in Southstoke. Most bats 
using the Horsecombe and Southstoke foraging areas and night roosts were originally ringed at 
Combe Down. Female bats, many in lactation, made considerable use of these night-roosts. 

Some bats night roosted in the Iford breeding site, but not the one at Camerton, despite the use of 
foraging areas nearby. This is surprising. 

Flight routes from the main Byfield Mine entrances pass southwards into the Horsecombe Valley 
then spread mainly east and westwards. Bats followed tall scrub, hedgerows, tree-lines and 
woodland edge when travelling to foraging areas. A 12-metre gap in tall vegetation seems to be 
the limit for crossing points. 

The average distance bats commuted to their foraging areas was <3km until the end of May, but 
after that it was around 5km. The longest distance travelled was 10.5 km to a location near 
Radstock. The bat involved had originally been ringed at Mells. 

The main commuting route out from the mine was south across upper Horsecombe to the Cam 
valley. Others routes included following Horsecombe Vale down to the Midford valley, west 
around the south edge of Bath towards Newton St. Loe and south-west from the Cam valley 
towards Radstock. 

The key area for the two juvenile bats during the tracking period was Horsecombe Vale and the 
Midford valley. 
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1.0 Objectives 

To effectively preserve the foraging areas, flight routes and roosting sites of bats, detailed 
infonnation is required to ensure that protection can be implemented through the various legal 
planning and development procedures, through land stewardship payments and also through the 
co-operation of property/land owners. The objectives of this study were to: identify the principal 
feeding areas in the Bath locality of a colony of Greater horseshoe bats and detennine the night 
and day roosts used. The impact of weather conditions and urbanization upon foraging success, 
was also specified. 

2.0 Background 

This study was commissioned to detennine what areas/sites the Greater horseshoe bats use in 
association with Combe Down mines. This is part of a detailed assessment of the bat populations 
using Combe Down Mines, being carried out by Bat Pro Ltd, on behalf of Bath & NE Somerset 
Council. Bat Pro Ltd's Managing Director is Dr RD. Ransome. The radio tracking project was 
co-ordinated from the University of Bristol by Dr Gareth Jones. 

In the majority of radio tracking studies to investigate the foraging areas of bats, the behaviour of 
individuals is usually determined by tracking one or two bats simultaneously. In this study the 
movements of relatively large groups of bats (up to 10) were examined to record the distribution 
and behaviour of the Greater horseshoe bats in the Bath area over summer of2000. We focussed 
on the importance ofByfield Mine to the bats. 

3.0 Study area 

Byfield Mine is part of an extensive network of disused underground stone quarries lying 
beneath Combe Down. The mine's main entrances are in the northern side ofHorsecombe, a 
valley stretching aronnd the southern side of Bath. This connects into the Midford valley and on 
into the River Avon, which flows east of Bath. 
On the whole the area consists of rolling hills/plateaus in most cases <150m altitude, intersected 
by several watercourses which include two major rivers the Frome and Avon. A number of 
disused railways and two canals cross this area. These are the Kennet & Avon Canal, and an old 
canal link through the Cam valley, which was never completed, and has been filled in. 

4.0 Methods 

Bats were radio tracked from 25 May- 21 June & 7-27 August 2000. In total twenty six bats 
were fitted with 0.7g & 0.47g 173 MHz radio transmitters) from Biotrack Dorset UK & Holohil 
Canada) with a battery lives of thirty and ten days respectively. 

Bats were caught mainly in mist nets fastened across the two entrances to Byfield Mine. 
The transmitters were glued onto the bat's fur-clipped backs between the shoulder blades, using 
Skin Bond adhesive. The bats were given time to settle down before release. 
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One bat that had been radio tagged was re-caught. M8925 a first year female was radio tagged 
on 30 May and recaptured on 15 June. The radio transmitter had come off and where it had been 
fastened to the fur, which had started to grow back, no glue, remained or marks were visible. 
The bat had apparently gained 2.7g in weight over the 17 days since it was last handled. The 
radio tag had stayed on for at least seven days. 

Two fieldworkers used Lotek SRX-400 and Australis 26K or Mariner M-57 receivers with Yagi 
flexible and folding aerials to track bats. Whip omni directional antennas were used to search for 
bats by vehicle. Dictaphone, mini cassette recorders and notebooks were used to record data. 
CB radio sets were sometimes used for two-way communication, but range was limited. 
Bearings were taken from hand held compasses, at times fixes were obtained of 1° accuracy .. 
Eco-Tranquility and Bat Box III bat detectors were used to confirm the presence of horseshoe 
bats by listening for their characteristic echolocation calls. 

At the start of each survey air temperature was measured and estimations of enviromnental 
conditions were noted: wind (0-5) and direction, rain (0-5) and cloud cover (0-1 00% ). Any 
marked changes in weather throughout the survey period were also noted. The following data 
were recorded: observer location, bat number, triangulation bearings, signal strength (from the 
Lotek receiver only), apparent location/route and behaviour of all detectable bats. For the first 
period, when bats were commuting or at their first foraging sites, they were usually observed 
from elevated points, with each surveyor based at separate locations sometimes in contact by 
radio set. The Mariner receiver relies on manual tuning, whereas, the Lotek and Australis 
receivers have scanning facilities which make it more effective to scan a number of transmitters 
simultaneously. On several occasions surveyors were able to make close approaches to bats, to 
ascertain the exact foraging area and behaviour or commence pursuit if the bat was moving 
away. 

Detailed below are the main observation points used. 

Surveyor observation points 

Upper Horsecombe (south side) 
Mid Horsecombe (south side outside Castle Farm entrance) 
Lower Horsecombe (south side outside Midford Castle) 
North Horsecombe (on hill SE of De Montalt Estate) 
Byfield Mine (adjacent to entrance dep~ession) 
Monkton Combe hill (below'S' bends) 
Southstoke village (centre) 
Southstoke footpath (west of village) 
Southstoke hill (SE ofvillage) 
Hodshilllay-by 
Combe Hay Church 
Odd Down hill (NW of Combe Hay) 
Twinhoe (several places along hill between Cam & Wellow valleys) 
Limpley Stoke 
Midford 
Dunkerton lay-by 

Fieldwork was carried out for forty nights throughout the night or during the main foraging 
periods. 



Two out of three bats that were radio tagged on 21 August were male juveniles. Detailed 
information was compiled on each of these bats. 

Daytime work included recording and plotting out results. Several investigations of confirmed 
and likely roosting sites were carried out. 
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As the bats mainly roosted in the mine during the day it was not possible to detect any of the 
transmitters in the mine from outside of the entrance, so the presence of individuals could only be 
discerned by emergence observation. Transmitters were reclaimed from Combe Hay Tithe Barn, 
Dunkerton outbuilding, Freshford Mill, ltord Mill Barn, Byfield Mine and on the ground in 
Horsecombe. · 

5.0 Results 

5.1 Tracking & bat data 

Table I gives the total numbers of Greater horseshoe bats captured and radio tagged 

Table I Bat captures at Byfield Mine 

Date Total caught No. radio tagged 

25 May 2 2 
30 May lO 7 
15 June 6 4 

7 August 13 10 
21 August 12 3 

Table li gives details of the bats tagged, where they have been found in the past and when & how 
long they were tracked for. Tracking ended either when the tags fell off the bats, when the 
transmitters failed, when the bats moved away or when fieldwork ended. At the end of the 
survey three tags were still functioning. 



Table ll Bat measurements, tracking & former location data 

Capture Bat no. Sex Forearm Weight 
date -mm -grams 

25May M4881 M 18.6 
M5346 M 17.7 

30May M8930 F 55.4 17.3 
M8933 F 53.4 18.1 
M7090 M 54.5 17.4 
M8925 F 56.1 18.7 
M8928 M 53.8 18.0 
M7022 M 53.6 18.4 
M5953 M 55.1 18.6 
M7028 M 55.5 18.8 
M5113 M 52.7 17.7 
M8924 F 54.7 18.2 

15 June M5957 M 50.6 19.6 
M7090 M 54.4 19.4 
*M8933 F 53.2 19.3 
M8929 M 53.9 18.6 
*M8925 F 56.1 21.4 

- M 55.0 18.5 
7 Aug M3535 F-L 56.5 20.9 

#325 F-L 57.1 21.3 
- F-L 55.6 21.8 

M8897 M 54.7 19.8 
- M 54.1 14.9 

M2276 F-L 56.0 21.9 
E4198 F-L 55.4 21.9 
M5342 F 56.5 21.2 
M2495 F-L 54.4 20.6 
M8932 F 55.5 20.4 
M7087 M 53.1 19.9 
M8926 F 53.1 19.7 
M5918 M 57.1 17.7 

21 Aug *E4198 F 55.4 20.9 
M9104 F-PL 57.0 20.2 
M9101 M 53.7 18.6 
M9102 M 55.0 16.6 
M9103 M 54.2 16.1 
M5459 F 56.0 18.5 
M5124 F 54.1 19.3 
M7022 M 53.5 17.6 
M2495 F 54.1 21.0 
M5974 F 55.7 18.7 

- M 55.0 21.7 

# Not ringed transmitter frequency shown 
* Recaptures 

Age Tracking 
-yrs period 

6 25-31 Mav 
3 25 May-2 Jun 
1 Not tagged 
1 Not tagged 
1 Not tagged 
1 30 May-3 Jun 
1 30 May-14 Jun 
2 30May-1 Jun 
3 30 May-13 Jun 
2 30May 
4 30 May-2 June 
1 30 Mav-4 June 
4 15-21 June 
1 15-19 June 
1 15-21 June 
1 15-17 June 
1 Not tagged 

Not tagged 
9 7-12 Aug 
>3 7-17 Aug 

Not tagged 
Not tagged 

3 Not tagged 
12 7-20 Aug 
20 7-21 Aug 
4 7-26 Aug 
11 7-12 Aug 
2 7-10 Aug 
>4 7-10 Aug 
1 7-19 Aug 
4 -
20 Not tagged 
>3 Not tagged 
>3 21-27 Aug 
J 21-27 Aug 
J 21-27 Aug 
2 Not tagged 

Not tagged 
Not tagged 
Not tagged 
Not tagged 

1 Not tagged 

In Location column CD represents Combe Down 

Data 
-days 

6 
8 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 
4 
15 
2 
14 
1 
3 
5 
6 
4 
6 
2 
N/a 
NI a 
5 
10 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 
13 
14 
19 
5 
3 
3 
12 
0 
N/a 
N/a 
6 
6 
6 
NI a 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 

In Sex column - L denotes lactating & PL represents post lactating 
In Age column- J denotes juvenile- 4-7 weeks old. 

Date 

8-1-95 
11-1-98 
5-1-00 
5-1-00 
26-10-00 
5-1-00 
5-1-00 
3-1-99 
July 97 
3-1-99 
29-12-96 
5-1-00 
July 97 
26-10-99 
30-5-00 
5-1-00 
30-5-00 
N/a 
3-1-93 
N/a 
N/a 

N/a 
7-1-90 
4-1-82 
11-1-98 
6-1-91 
5-1-00 
26-10-99 
5-1-00 
July 97 
7-8-00 
7-8-00 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 

N/a 
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Other site records ' 

Location 

Mount Pleasant Mine 
Byfleld Mine CD 
Firs Mine CD 
Firs Mine CD ' 

M ells I 

Byfield Mine CD ! 

Byfield Mine CD I 

Byfield Mine CD ' 
Iford : 
St. Winifred's Mine CD : 
Grey Gables Mine CD i 
Bvfleld Mine CD 
!ford 
M ells 
Bvfleld Mine CD 
Byfleld Mine CD 
Byfield Mine CD 
N/a 
Firs Mine CD 
N/a 
N/a 

N/a 
Byfield Mine CD 
Grey Gables CD 
Bvfield Mine CD 
Byfield Mine CD 
Firs Mine CD 
M ells 
Byfield Mine CD 
Iford 
Bvfield Mine CD 
Byfield Mine CD 
N/a 
N/a 
N/a 

N/a 
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Other day roosts may also have been used. It is likely that bats used other entrances of the mine 
system on some nights and were not always detected. The day roost records listed below are not 
comprehensive as no method was available to detect bats during the day in the mines, and it was 
only possible to carry out intermittent monitoring of the mine entrance at dusk. Bat M7028 was 
not heard again after tagging on 30 May, it moved out of the mine and the local area. The 
transmitter was located inside !ford Mill Barn roost on 7 June. 

!3/. Byfield/Firs Mine Complex, ST75596225, Combe Down- see map IO 

The extensive disused underground stone quarry beneath Combe Down was used by tagged bats 
as follows. 

Date Bat no.'s 
25 May M4881, M5346 
26 May M4881, M5346 
27 May M4881, M5346 
28 May M4881, M5346 
30 May M8925, M8928, M7022,M5953, M7028,M5113,M8924, M5346 
31 May M4881,M5346,M5953 
I June M8924,M8925, M5953,M7022, M8928 
2 June M8924, M8925, M5113 
3 June M8924,M8925,M5953 
13 June M5953, M8928 
14 June M8928 
15 June M8933, M7090,M5957,M8929 
17 June M8933 
20 June M8933 
7 Aug M3535, M2495, M5342, *325, E4198, M2276,M8932, M7087, M8926, M5918 
8 Aug M3535, M2495, M5342, *325, E4198, M8926 
9 Aug M3535, M2495, M5342, *325, E4198,M2276, M8932 
10 Aug M3535, M2495, M5342, *325, E4198, M2276,M8932, M7087, M8926 
11 Aug M3535, M2495, M5342, *325, E4198,M2276,M7087, M8926 
12 Aug M3535, M2495, M5342, *325, E4198,M8926 
15 Aug M5342, *325, E4198, M7087, M5918 
17 Aug E4198, M8926 
18 Aug E4198, M7087, M8926 
19Aug E4198, M8926 
21 Aug M9101, M9102,M9103 
22 Aug M9102, M9103 
23 Aug M9102, M9103 
24 Aug M9102, M9103 
25 Aug M9102, M9103 

' * Transmitter frequency has been shown where bat was not nnged 

8/. Iford Mill Barn, ST79945885, Iford - see map 7 

An important Greater horseshoe breeding site in the roof space of a two-storey barn constructed 
from stonewalls, and a slate roof. Five radio tagged bats days roosted in the barn. 

Date Bat no.'s 
7 June M7022, M8924 

'!?June M5957, M7090 
,. '• · 18 June M8933, M5957,M7090 

19 June M5957, M7090 
20 June M5957, M7090 
21 June M5957 
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Counts carried out by Dr P.L. Duverge of the Vincent Wildlife Trust in 1999 are shown below. 
The highest count of bats present on6 July was 301 (219 adults). The highest count of juveniles 
was 94 on 19 July. 

Date Total bats Adults Juveniles 
8 June 124 124 0 
6 July 301 219 82 
19 July 297 203 94 
3 August 17 0 17 
16 August 3 0 3 
19 September I 0 I 

51. Combe Hay Manor Gasworl{s, ST73345985, Combe Hay- see map 4 

A disused gas production plant for the Manor now used as a store. A square stone walled 
building with a four sided, hipped, slate roof with open slits near the apex of the roof. No signs 
could be found inside. 
One radio tagged bat day roosted here. 

Date Bat no.'s 
I June M5346 
2 June M5346 
3 June M5346 

5.4 Night roosts 

Twenty-one night roosts were determined during this study with the exact locations of 18 
identified. Fifteen of these were found by positive fixes of bats in, on, or entering the roosts. 
Three were found by searching buildings near foraging areas. The areas of three other night 
roosts were found without pinpointing the exact building or place. 

Table ill shows the night roost types. 

Table Ill Night roost tyJJes 

Type Number 
Stable 1 
Outbuilding 3 
Woodshed 1 
Coach House I 
Mine 1 
Railway tunnel 1 
Barn 2 
Tithe Barn 2 
Disused industrial complex's 3 
industrial complex 1 
Ice House I 
Pill box I 

Night roosts are shown on Maps I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11 & 13 in the Appendix. They are described 
in more detail below with attempted identification of other bat species. Some species 
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identifications are based on droppings, and are therefore not definite. Due to the methodology 
of the survey tracking up to ten bats simultaneously, it was not possible to collect complete data 
on the use of each night roost by the tagged or other species of bats. Internal inspections only 
were carried out at twelve buildings, with no dusk or follow up visits made. 

Twelve Greater horseshoe bat night roosts were investigated (not including the mine), and at 
another Long-cared bats (P/ecotus .1p. ), were observed entering. At these 13 sites three were 
shared with two other bat species Lesser horseshoe (Rhinolophus hipposideros) and Myotis or 
Long-eared and four were shared with one other bat species (Lesser horseshoe or Long-cared). 

The table below lists the bat species using Greater horseshoe night roosts 

LESSER MYOTIS SP. LONG-EARED GREATER 
HORSESHOE HORSESHOE 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 

X X 
X X 
X X 

At some of the sites such as Hodshill Coach House, the Tithe barns at Combe Hay and South 
Stoke, Claysend Barn and the industrial complex's, other bat species are likely to be using the 
sites. 

S'ite:·; 

11. Lower Whitelands, ST69SS, near Radstock: exact location not determined but probably a 
building- see map 1. One radio tagged bat was recorded in this area. 

Bat number Time 
M7087 0130-0202 

2/. Ammerdown Ice House, 81'71005239 Ammerdown Park near Radstock- see map 2 
A disused lee House in Ammerdown Park consisting of a central circular void surrounded by a 
'C' shaped passage. The lee House was found during the Mells Greater horseshoe radio tracking 
study when a radio tagged bat used it as a night roost. A daytime visit on 27 June confinned 
extensive use by Greater & Lesser horseshoe bats, also by Serotine (Eptesicus serotinus), Long
cared (most likely to be Plecotus auritus), and at least two myotis bat species. One pregnant 
Greater horseshoe bat (not ringed) was recorded day roosting there. 
This is the only site/area where an overlap was found between the Combe Down and Me lis 
Greater horseshoe bat colonies. 
One radio tagged bat was recorded here. 

Bat number Time 
M7087 2257-0000 
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3/. Outbuilding, Home Farm, Dunkerton, ST71545927- see map 3 

A single storey animal shelter building made of concrete block with a tin roof. Two Greater 
horseshoe bat droppings were found inside- it was difficult to see bat droppings with the manure 
& mud on the floor. 
One radio transmitter was reclaimed from in the building. 

Bat number Date Time 
M5953 4 Jun 0140-45 
M2495 IOAug 0238, 0315-17; 0326-28, 

4/. Tithe Barn, Combc Hay Manor, ST73525985- see map 4 

Ancient large barn- heavily netted to prevent wildlife entering, 50+ fresh Greater horseshoe bat 
droppings in one pile- the door had probably been left open one night allowing a bat to enter. 
At the south side of the barn is a two storey stone walled 'porch' which was used by the radio 
tagged bats. 200+ old & fresh Greater horseshoe droppings, beneath hatchway into a floored 
loft, 1.8m high. This was beneath a roof apex roosting place. No access was given to enter loft
probably too light for a day roost. 

Bat number Date Time 
M5346 30May 0040-0120 

" " 0147-0148 
" " 2345 
" 31 May 0011 &2219 
" 2 June 2306-09 

M8929 17 June 0225-0232 
M5342 9 Aug 0143-53 

6/. Pill box, near Wrightlington, ST70575548, Radstock- see map 5 

Second World War concrete pillbox with circular passage 1.9m high. 
26 August 1 Lesser horseshoe bat day roosting. 400+ Lesser horseshoe bat droppings & 50+ 
Greater horseshoe bat droppings. 

Bat number Date Time 
M7087 19 Aug 0200-0202 

20 Aug 0041-57 

7/. Disused canal tunnel, Combe Hay, ST728599- see map 3 

26 August 1 Lesser horseshoe bat day roosting. 5+ Lesser horseshoe, 1 0+ Greater horseshoe and 
5+ myotis sp. bat droppings in tunnel. 
A couple of the radio tagged bats 'disappeared' in this area and are likely to have entered the 
tunnel. 

8/. lford Mill Barn, Iford - details in day roost section & see map 7 

Bat number 
M7090 
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9/. Sharpstone, ST7859- in valley south of village exact location not determined but probably a 
building- see map 7 

Bat number 
M7090 

10/. Freshford Mill, Fresh ford ST786596 ·-see map 7. 

Three radio tagged bats night roosted here. It is likely to be a day roost for Greater horseshoe 
bats. There is a Lesser horseshoe nursery site and night roost' present here. Long-eared bats also 
use it probably as a night roost. 
One transmitter was reclaimed from a single storey building, which was used as a fuel store in 
past years. This building is constructed of concrete block walls and concrete roof approximately 
5m x 6m x 2.5m high. 
Inside this building are signs of use by Greater horseshoe, Lesser horseshoe and Long-cared bats. 
Approximately 1.5m' (lOmm average depth) of Greater horseshoe droppings (10000+), 2000+ 
from this season most of the remainder are older brown droppings. Also there are around I m' 
(lOmm average depth) of Lesser horseshoe droppings, several hundred of them from tllis season, 
Garry Oliver had observed odd Lesser horseshoe bats day roosting in this building. 
I 0+ Long-eared bat droppings were also seen. 
There were remains of prey: I 0+ Cockchafers, 30+ moth wings and other insects. 
Inside the main building were two Lesser horseshoe bats with babies <I 0 days old and another 
single Lesser horseshoe bat. 
No access was available to an area of first floor offices, Garry Oliver/Ian Davidson Watts had 
identified this section to be used by bats-- M7090 entered this area several times, alternating 
between here and the old paint store described above. Dr R.D. Ransome has confirmed this area 
to be a Lesser horseshoe nursery roost. 
The old fuel store is a significant night roost of the three species listed above and a day roost of 
Lesser horseshoes. The signs suggest intermittent day use by Greater horseshoe bats, it is 
possible that at times a number of bats may be present during the day. 

Bat number Date Time 
M5957 17 Jun 0141-0239, 0246-48, 0249-51, 0253-56, 0258-0301 
M7090 17 Jun 0314-20, 0323-49 
M7090 18 Jun 2216 
M7090 18 Jun 0122 
M8929 21 Jun 0112-23 --

11/. De Montalt Estate disused factory, Combe Down ST76226201- see map 10. 

A roofless, three-storey semi derelict stone walled building with vaulted arches on the lower 
floor, building not entered. 

Bat number Date Time 
M7090 16 Jun 2250-2300 
M5957 17 Jun 0035-42 
M9102 25 Aug 2156-2207,2348-0030 
M9101 26 Aug 2109-30,2255-0150 
M9102 26Aug 2102-20 
M9103 26 Aug 2254 
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12/. Mid font Castle Park, ST7561, Midford. Exact location not determined- see map 10 

Bat number Date Time 
M9102 24 Aug 2320-32 

25 Aug 0015-25 

13/. Byfield/Firs Mines, Combe Down- details in day roost section & see map I 0 

Bat number Date Time 
M4881 30 May 2354-0000 
M8924 4 Jun 0042-46 
M8928 4 Jun 0042 
M9102 22 Aug 2125-36,2142-43,2157-0228 
M9103 22 Aug 2247-0224 
M9102 23 Aug 0246-48, 0300-0443, 2106-28 
M9103 23 Aug 2146-50, 

" 24 Aug 0149-0202, 0205-0426 
" 25 Aug 2141-2226, 

M9102 27 Aug 0015-0153 

14/. Stables at Combe Down, ST75006212,- see map 10. 

Single storey buildings of timber and other materials, not visited inion the edge of a security area. 
Nine radio tagged bats night roosted here. 

Date Bat numbers 
30May M8924 M8928 M8925 
11 Aug M2495 M3535 M2276 M5342 M8926 *325 
12 Aug M2495 M3535 M2276 E4198 M5342 *325 
14 Aug M2276 M5342 E4198 M8926 *325 
I 5 Aug M8926 M2276 *325 
16 Aug M2276 M8926 M5342 *325 
17 Aug M5342 M3535 *325 

*Transmitter frequency has been shown where bat was not ringed 

15/. Claysend Bam, Newton St. Loe, ST70996430, near Bath- see map 11. 

Two storey stone wall and slate roof barn. 
26 August inspection - 2 Greater horseshoe droppings & 200+ fresh Long-eared droppings at NE 
end- difficult to survey with rubbish present. 
One radio tagged bat night roosted here. 

Bat number Date Time 
M2276 18 Aug 0410-51 

19 Aug 0405-15 

16/. Claysend outbuilding, Newton St. Loe, ST70966425, neat' Bath- see map 11. 

One & half storey outbuilding with crog loft. 
26 August visit- 10+ Greater horseshoe bat droppings found but difficult to see due to rubbish. 
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The table below shows the complete list of radio tagged bats recorded at Hodshill, and the times 
individuals were present. 

Date Bat numbers Time 
19 Jun M8933 2357-0007 

M8933 0013-31,0035,0240 
20 Jun M8933 2319-24, 2325-27, 2313-33, 2334-0012 
21 Jun M8933 0035-45, 0053, 2325-35 
22 Jun M8933 0304 
8 Aug M2495 0142-51,0305-39, 

M3535 0140-55, 0305-35, 2220-2335 
M2276 0143-55,2242, 
M5342 0144-55, 2230-35 
M8926 2335 

9 Aug M2495 0245 2128-34,2145-54,2334-8 
M3535 2128-38,2150-4,2207,2301 
M2276 2149-2212,2259-2338 
E4198 2207-16,2217-25, 
M5342 2205-2225, 2334-8 
*325 2147-54,2207-2301,2300-0044 

10 Aug M2495 2300-0044 
M2276 2240-0031 
M5342 2324 
E4198 2324-0044 
*325 2240, 2324-0031 

11 Aug M2495 0016-30, 0318-28, 2310-15 
E4198 0016 
M5342 0030 
M2276 0030, 2113, 2310-29 
M8926 2113, 
M3535 2310 

12 Aug M2495 0056, 2205-15 
E4198 0056, 2202-15 
M3535 2157-2215 
*325 2205-2215 
M5342 2212-2335 

13 Aug M2276 0002-0028 
E4198 0002-0028 
M5342 0002-0028 
*325 0002-0028 
MJ535 0002-0028, 0227 
M2495 0002-0020 

IS Aug M2276 2132 
16 Aug M2276 2100-11,2120-56 

M5918 2100 
M3535 2102-07 
*325 2107-8,2122-56 
M8926 2110-11,2120 

17 Aug M2276 0510-18,2112-16,2124-34,2137-45,2146-2200,2357 
M5342 0503, 2357 
*325 2124,2137,2145-2200,2357 

19 Aug M2276 2207-2311,2313-0122,0125-52,0154-0323 (tag oft) 
24 Aug M9101 2145-2353 
25 Aug M9101 0153-0209 

* Transmitter frequency has been shown where bat was not ringed 



18/. Tithe Barn, Southstoke, ST74626123,- see map 13. 

Large ancient barn restored in recent years used as store and for barn dances. 
17 August 0520 Long-cared bat entered under stone roofing flag circa 3m from N gable & 2m 
from the ridge on theE side. 3 other Long-cared bats were circling together under an 
overhanging bush 20m away from the barn, probably on their way back to the barn. 
The Greater horseshoe bats may have used this site more in the past. 
One radio tagged bat was recorded here. 

Bat number 
M8933 

19/. Hodshill Coach House, Southstoke, ST74706096,- see map 13. 
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North/south orientated building 5m high x 6m long open sided section at N end- 10 fresh 
Greater horseshoe bat droppings. 5m high x 1 Om+ long first floor loft with 200+ Greater 
horseshoe bat droppings (30+ fresh) at N end, also 20+ (fresh & old) Greater horseshoe and 30+ 
Long-cared bat droppings in middle of room beneath apex. There is no clear flight access into 
this building- so bats would have to crawl a short distance to get in. 
The owner & custodian report bats day roosting in this building in the past, which may have been 
Greater horseshoes (see recommendations). 

211. Woodshed, Rowley Farm, Combe Hay, ST73856013,- see map 13. 

Single storey timber walled & tin roof building in disused railway cutting. 
1 0+ Greater horseshoe bat droppings in building. 
One radio tagged bat night roosted here. 

Bat number Date Time 
M7028 16 Aug 2356-0015 

17 Aug 0035-42 

22/. Fullers Earth Mine Processing Plant, Odd Down, ST729611- see map 13. 

Extensive disused collection of industrial buildings, site not entered. 

Bat number Date Time 
M8928 1 Jun 0145 

2 Jun 2347-0000 
12 Jun 2312 & 2348 
14 Jun 0200-30 

23/. Midford Castle Barn, Midford, ST75926140,- see map 10. 

Two storey stonewalled & slate roofed barn, site not entered. 

Bat number Time 
M9102 2131-59&2203-18 



No roosting was recorded at the small breeding colony located at Camerton. This is difficult 
to understand, as bats were frequently foraging or commuting close to it. Combe Down bats 
often used Iford Barn as both a day and night roost on occasions. Further investigation of this 
colony is advisable. 

5.5 Other roosts found 

Five roosts of other bat species were located. 

20/. Hodshill House, Southstoke, ST74716094,- see map 13. 
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19 August: 4+ Common Pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) bats emerging from east end of roof 
of main house dusk- full emergence not observed. 

24/. Midford Castle, Midford, ST75946133,- see map 10. 

15 August: cellar inspection; owners reported bats hanging off heating pipes during daytime and 
emerging from a hole at the top of one wall. 
30+ fresh Lesser horseshoe bat droppings concentrated beneath a heating pipe 2.5m above floor 
level, in the middle of the cellar. Owners reported that at times there were large accumulations 
of bat droppings in this place. 
200+ >50% fresh Lesser horseshoe bat droppings beneath heating pipe (2.5m above floor level) 
near SW facing wall. 
2000+ droppings >70% fresh, concentrated mainly in a west wall corner and >2m2 of yellow 
urine stained walls. Droppings were from a mixture of Lesser horseshoe, Pipistrelle and other 
bat species. 

25/. Disused canal bridge, Midford, ST75636047. 

15 August inspected two crevices in arch- one containing two droppings and the other stained 
from bat use- possibly from Daubenton's bat (Myotis daubentonii). 

26/. Goldney Shell Grotto, Goldney House, BI·istol, ST57437275. 

26 August inspected- single fresh Sero.tine dropping in main shell grotto. 2+ Long-eared bat 
droppings & 8+ of unknown bat species in service passage. Probably this site is mainly a night 
roost but may be a day roost as it offers numerous roosting opportunities for crevice dwelling 
species, including as a hibernation site. 

27/. Bridge/tunnel near Sharpstone, ST779591. 

20 August inspected - three clean polished crevices from bats, in the head of the arch on the west 
side, species unknown, possibly Daubenton's bat. 
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5.6 Foraging 

The location and descriptions of the 20 foraging areas are shown below. Maps 1-22 contain the 
detail on foraging sites, flight routes and roosting site locations- see Appendix I. 

1/. Horsecombe, ST7561, ST7562 & ST7661- see map 10 and photos 1 & 2. 

One of the most important areas, the valley south of Combe Down with Byfield mine situated 
high on the northern side. The hedgerows, scrub and broadleaved woodland edges are the most 
important habitat on the south facing slopes of the north side of the valley. 

2/. Southstoke, ST7560, ST7561, ST7361, ST7460 & ST7462- see maps 10 & 13 and photos 
3, 4 & 5. 

One of the most important areas, the area west, south-west & south-east of Southstoke village. 
An area of extensive hedgerows; scrub, broadleaved woodland and an overgrown disused railway 
and canal (filled in). These areas are on the south facing slopes of the north side of the valley. 

3/. Midford, ST7559, ST7560, ST 7561, ST7660 & ST7659- see maps 6, 7, 9, 10,15, 17, 19 & 
21. 

The disused railway running along the Midford valley, Midford Brook and the hedgerows and 
broadleaved woodland edges south ofMidford. 

4/. Dunkerton, ST7059, ST7158, ST7159 & ST7259- see maps 3 & 4. 

The disused railway, hedgerows and Cam Brook, mainly east ofDunkerton. 

5/. White Ox Mead, ST7157, ST7158, ST7258- see maps 3 & 4. 

The hedgerows, scrub and marshy areas of White Ox Mead valley. 

61. Combe Hay, ST7259, ST7359, ST7459, ST7260, ST7360 & ST7460,- see maps 4 & 13. 

The disused railway and canal, the hedgerows and broadleaved & coniferous woodland on both 
the south and north side of the valley. _ 

7/. Odd Down, ST7262, ST7261, ST7361 & ST7362- see maps 11 & 13 and photos 7 & 8. 

The broad-leaved woodland and hedgerows and the watercourse along Padley Bottom south & 
south-west of Odd Down. 

8/. Wellow, ST7557 & ST7558- see map 6. 

Cleaves Wood and the stream leading south-east ofWellow. 

91. Englishcombe, ST7562, ST7162, ST7163, ST7164, ST7062 & ST7064,- see maps 11 &12 
and photo 6. 

The wooded watercourses ofPadley Bottom & Newton Brook and associated hedgerows. 



10/. lnglesbatch, ST7061, ST6961 & ST7062,- see map 14. 

The hedgerows & tree lined Newton Brook north-west ofinglesbatch village. 

11/. Iford, ST7958 & ST7859- see map 7. 

The hedgerows and tree lined River Frome along the base and south facing side of the Frome 
valley mainly west (downstream) oflford. 

12/. Shoscombe, ST7155,- see map 5. 

The tree lined Wellow Brook around Foxcote. 
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13/. Wrightlington, ST7055, ST7155, ST6955 & ST7054,- see maps 2 & 5 and photos 9 & 10. 

The scrub areas of the disused Wrightlington & Foxcote collieries and the disused railway and 
adjacent hedgerows, up to the eastern edge ofRadstock. 

14/. Ammerdown, ST7052 & ST7053,- see map 2. 

The scrub and marshy area south of Ammerdown House. 

15/. Tuckingmill, ST7661- see maps 9, 10, 16, 17, 19 & 21. 

The disused railway and Midford Brook. 

16/. Limpley Stoke, ST7661,- see maps 10 & 17. 

The hedgerows and broadleaved woodland between Monkton Combe and Limpley Stoke on the 
south side of the Midford valley. 

17/. Monkton Corn be, ST7761 & ST7762,- see maps 10, 17, 19 & 21. 

The disused railway. 

18/. Freshford, ST7759, ST7859, ST7959, ST7760,- see maps 7 & 9. 

The tree-lined River Frome, the hedgerows on the western side ofFreshford & Sharpstone, 
and a valley with mixed woodland leading south-west of Sharpstone. 

19/. Hinton Charterhouse, ST7659 & ST7758,- see maps 6, 7 & 20. 

The hedgerows north & north-east ofHinton Charterhouse village. 

20/. Bath, ST7563, ST7362, ST7363, ST7462, ST7461, ST7462 & ST7463,- see maps 8, 12, 
13, 22. 

The parkland and semi-wooded areas into the southern side of Bath around Odd Down. 
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Foraging strategies/behaviour 

Listed below is some individual behaviour of bats 

31 MayM4881 
Out of mine 2208 and across to road at 750616, and south-west towards Southstoke. 
Relocated at 2325-33 in Combe Hay moving from area of730603 through 7310602,732602, 
733602, 734602, 735602, 735601 & 735600 
2345 foraging in area 733602-734601 
2352 foraging in area 732602 
0015 located foraging on western side of disused railway at 732602- flying 3-5m up within a 
couple of metres of the edges of the bushes/trees. 
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0018-25 moved through tunnel to eastern side of railway and foraged along hedgerow 73206017-
73486008, stopping and perching for <1min then foraging and gradually moving SE wards flying 
3-4m up again within a couple of metres of the hedgerow/tree line. 
0026 222 headed off SE 

1 June M8924 . 
2209 out of mine and moved down through woodland (755620 & 755619) to valley bottom 
(754619) then foraging around scrub 754618,753618,753619,752618, 752617,751618 & 
751619 
2209-16 signal fading over top of valley- heading west out ofHorsecombe into houses at the 
western end ofthe valley. 
2214 faint signal west into the houses 
2223-26 signal strength increasing- returning 
2228 faint signal in head of valley 750620 
2232 foraging 750620,750619,751619,751618 
2235-48 283 down valley past mine entrance 
2246 east of mine 757618 (down valley) 
2247 below mine 755619 & to 755618 in valley bottom 
2248 in area 754618 
2252 foraging over/around scrub 752618,751618 & 753618 
2251-56 still foraging in similar area and moved up to area 751617 foraging along hedgerow 
edges 75006188-75166173 & 75166173-75126167 
2302 perching (circa 60 sec) in bush at 75136168 
2303-7 foraging again along 75166173~75126167 (perching during this time circa 2x1 0-15 sec & 
1x30 sec duration)- bat visible foraging circa 4m up within a couple of metres of vegetation 
2304 moved off crossing road at 75126165 and in area of730605 
Relocated south of Odd Down at 0146 moved to area of729605 
0150 area of 730605 - heading south down into valley NW of Combe Hay 
0155 moving to south- to area of732602 
0216 area of730604 
Moved back up hill north at 0255 to area of 733610 
0319 area of735611 

20 June bat M5957 (four year old male)- travelled from Horsecombe to Iford Mill Barn at an 
average speed of 6.21 mph/166m/min entering at 0425. 
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Juvenile hats 

Two juvenile bats were tagged on 21 August maps detailing individual behaviour are contained 
in appendix I (sec maps 15-22). In the first three nights of observing the juvenile bats fairly 
complete data were obtained, but after that they started to roam further away, so foraging times 
and distance reached away from the mine may have been greater than shown. 
The tables below show the areas covered, maximum range from the roost and foraging times of 
the juvenile bats. 

Table IV Foraging behaviour of juvenile male M9302 

Date Total toraging Recorded toraging Max. dist. !Tom 
time (min.) Areas day roost (m) 

22/8/00 118* Horsecombe & Midford 1350 
23/8/00 21 * Horsecombe 500 
24/8/00 30* Horsecombe & Midtord 1340 
25/8/00 165# Horsecombe, Tucking Mill, Midford & Monkton Combe 2030 
26/8/00 123# Horsecombe & Midford 1370 

Table V Foraging behaviour of juvenile male M9303 

Date Total foraging Foraging Max. dist. from 
time (min.) Areas day roost (m) 

22/8/00 142* Horsecombe & Mid ford 1010 
23/8/00 194* Horsecombe & Tucking Mill 1030 
24/8/00 266* Horsecombe, Tucking Mill & Limpley Stoke 1970 
25/8/00 285# Horsecombe, Midford & Hinton Charterhouse 3500 
26/8/00 120# Horsecombe, Tucking Mill Midford, Monkton Combe & Bath 1760 

* Under observation 90%+ of time # Partial night observation 

Previous studies of Greater horseshoe bats have reported regular 'perch hunting' (Jones & 
Duverge 1994 ), where a bat hangs off a branch/twig and waits until it detects a passing insect to 
pursue. ln this study very limited perch hunting was recorded. 
The common foraging behaviour observed was of bats flying usually at 3-4m above the ground, 
and within 3m of the outer limit of vegetation. They move onto different hedges/tree edges in 
turn, returning again to the same hedgerow after visiting several in their 'patch'. Their foraging 
area could often cover a couple of hundred or more metres long. Occasionally they would 
concentrate on a smaller area, but usually for a shorter period of time. 
Several times before bats departed away to a roost or another foraging area, they would first 
move further away in that direction for a minute or two, return often only for a couple of 
minutes, then depart rapidly. 

5. 7 Flight corridor·s 

From Horsecombe the majority of the horseshoes head south either crossing the road around 
ST750617 & ST751616 (upper Horsecombe) or ST758613 (near Midford Castle). They then 
head to the area south and south-west of Southstoke and onto Combe Hay (see maps 4, 10 & 13). 
They then have two western routes along Cam Brook & the disused railways and canal to 
Dunkerton & beyond, and directly west of Southstoke to Odd Down & Southdown and onto 
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Newton Brook (near Englishcombe) via Padley Bottom (see maps 11 & 12). 

A route leads south from the Cam valley south east of Dunkerton through White Ox Mead (see 
map 4), east ofShoscombe to Wrightlington into Wellow Brook (see maps 1 & 5). From here a 
route lies south through The Combe to Ammerdown (see map 2). Ammerdown was the only 
confirmed site that bats were recorded both from the Combe Down and Mells Greater horseshoe 
bat colonies (Billington 2000b ). The male bat involved, however, was originally ringed at Mells 
(Table 11), and was probably born at Mells. It may therefore have learned to use these foraging 
areas as a juvenile. 

Some bats follow Horsecombe downstream (eastwards) to the viaduct of the disused railway 
(ST763616), and then either along the disused railway south or north or along Mid ford Brook. 
Leading into the Cam valley westwards, south towards Hinton Charterhouse or north to Monkton 
Combe (see map 1 0). Two bats were recorded crossing Midford valley east towards Limpley 
Stoke. 

A route connects south-east from Midford across the hill to Sharpstone/Freshford to the River 
Frome, which is a corridor south to I ford and possibly further south to Frome to link up with the 
Mells Greater horseshoe colonies. 

Along the flight route west from Sharpstone it was suspected that a number bats were passing 
through an underpass under the A36 road at ST779591. An automatic logger consisting of a bat 
detector linked to a voice activated tape recorder, with a talking clock to record the time at hourly 
intervals was set up on the 20 & 21 June. A large number of other bat calls were recorded of 
which the greatest proportion were probably Pipistrelle bat species (l'ipistre/lus .1p.) foraging 
close to the culvert. Some myotis bat species calls were also recorded and clean roosting 
crevices were identified in the western side of the bridge/tunnel. 

The table below lists the recordings made on 20 June 

Time Bat calls 
Greater horseshoe Other bat species 

2045-2100 0 0 
2100-2200 0 146 
2200-2300 11 92 
2300-0000 0 10 
0000-0100 I 93 --

On 21 June between 2128 & 0034 13 Greater horseshoe bat passes and 38 calls from other bat 
species were recorded. 
By observing the behaviour of a couple of Greater horseshoes passing through the tunnel, each 
only registered one call, so we concluded that the number of passes recorded probably equalled 
the number of bats. No estimation of numbers of other bat species could be made as the bats 
repeatedly flew around foraging close to the tunnel entrance. It was possible some myotis bats 
emerged from crevices in the tunnel. 

Five of the radio tagged bats were recorded at !ford Mill roost, and from the ring data ofDr R.D. 
Ransome two bats captured at Combe Down had previously been ringed at Mells west of 
Frome. 
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6.0 Discussion 

This study has shown the importance of high overgrown hedgerows next to meadows and grazed 
pastures, and areas of scrub, as primary foraging habitat for the Greater horseshoe bats from 
Combe Down. Limited foraging of adult bats was recorded in woodlands (only up to a few 
minutes duration), except during medium-heavy rainfall when most of the foraging time was 
spent in broadleaved or coniferous woodland. 

Jones et a1.(1995) reported the importance of pasture and woodland to these bats. Ransome 
( 1996) linked dietary analyses and previous radio-tracking studies to prey and habitat 
requirements. He also emphasised the importance of woodland/pasture for this bat. Ransome 
(1997b) linked diet, topography, and woodland to birth-timing. Earlier births were promoted by 
the consumption of more key prey, more woodland, and warm south-facing slopes. Birth timing 
had previously been shown to be important to population levels (Ransome 1989). 

The Combe Down colony is currently in decline, producing low-quality young (Ransome 1997c). 
The factors causing this are unknown but may be related to habitat and availability of prey and 
could also be linked to disturbance and changes in internal microclimate conditions of the mine. 
Dietary studies were not required in the survey specification, as the location of the colony was 
not known, so this point cannot be confirmed. 

A number of important feeding areas have been identified- particularly at Horsecombe, 
Southstoke and Combe Hay. These could potentially receive protection under Countryside 
Stewardship schemes. 

In a study of tracking each of two Greater horseshoe bats for approximately two weeks from 
Iford Mill, Duverge (1996) recorded bats at 341ocations in nine !km squares along the Frome 
valley from lkm south oflford to 4km north in the Avon valley east ofMonkton Combe. During 
the present study bats were recorded at 21 of the same locations that were found during 
Duverge's (1996) study, along the same areas between just south oflford, and northwards 
downstream to Freshford. Duverge also identified two other locations at Fairleigh Hungerford 
(south oflford), and around Murhill - an important hibernation site for the Iford colony. 

The bats tracked in this study spent a relatively small proportion of their foraging time in the 
Frome valley, before moving west to the Cam valley feeding areas. This suggests that Cam 
valley is one of the most important areas both for the Iford & Combe Down colonies. Duverge 
located one bat on the flight route that leads west from Freshford Mill probably heading to the 
Cam valley. 

The project achieved its aim of locating foraging areas, flight routes and roosting sites of the 
Combe Down bat colony in June & August. It identified 25 roosting sites, 21 of them Greater 
horseshoe bat night roosts. Roosts included at least four other bat species, among these a small 
Lesser horseshoe nursery site. Three of these night roost sites are important to the Greater 
horseshoe bats and may have been associated with day roosts in the past. 
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Urbanisation 

Urbanisation can be a threat to all bat species in many different ways, such as by causing loss of 
roosts, changes that can make roosts unsuitable, loss of foraging habitat or changes to habitat that 
damage the continuity of flight routes. Horseshoe bats seem to be more sensitive than other bat 
species to these changes, possibly because their high frequency echolocation (sonar) has a 
limited range. They fly close to linear features, both when commuting and foraging. Flight lines 
and foraging areas tend to be used over long periods, both by individuals and colonies. 

Greater horseshoe bats were found to cross roads over 'habitat gaps' (spaces between tree 
canopy/hedges etc.) of up to 12m, a couple of these places contained low level street lighting
i.e. sparsely distributed sodium lamps. A similar situation was found by the author in a study of 
the Cheddar (east Somerset) Greater horseshoe colony where two crossing places of 12 & 15m 
gap width, one of them with low level sparsely distributed street lighting and 'gaps' of up to 15m 
(Billington & Jones 1999). In another study by the author of the Mells (south-east Somerset) 
Greater horseshoe bat colony, bats were recorded crossing 'gaps' of up to 12m, one with limited 
sparse street lighting (Billington 2000b ). The horseshoe bats always crossed where the gaps 
were narrowest and the widest gap crossing-places only occurred where there were trees or 
substantial hedgerows on either side. 
Any increase in these gap widths or in street lighting, or clearance of trees/hedgerows either side 
of these gaps could stop the horseshoes from using these crossing places. The same also applies 
to any clearance work that may create gaps along other key flight routes. 

The Cheddar study suggested that the eastern growth of the urban area was 'pushing' the bats 
flight route east and that a recently-commenced housing development had probably destroyed a 
flight route by creating a gap of 20m through medium height hedgerows. It also appeared that a 
probable ancient flight route along the watercourse, in the gorge below where the bats roosted to 
some oftheir foraging areas, was now hardly used due to the ingress of human habitation and 
loss of trees. In this study bats travelled across gardens from upper Horsecombe to Southstoke, 
and across gardens in Southstoke, but any further loss of vegetation cover may dissuade them 
from using these routes. It is vital to maintain the structure of vegetation cover/navigation routes 
along the routes that lead south from Horsecombe to Southstoke, since these are the two major 
foraging regions. 

The habitat/development management ofHorsecombe is critical for the maintenance ofthis bat 
colony. Any proposals (however small) anywhere in Horsecombe should carefully consider the 
impact on bats routes to/from the mine and the important foraging areas that lie in the valley, 
particularly in the head of the valley. The upper valley has probably greatly improved in quality 
since 1983 when aerial photographs showed this area to have consisted almost entirely of 
hedgerows, and fairly heavily grazed pasture. With the low grazing of recent years extensive 
regeneration has taken place, providing wide scrub layers along many of the hedgerows. These 
'hedgerows' sometimes many metres wide, have been found to provide important bat foraging 
habitat for several bat species. It is possible that the Tithe barn at Combe Hay Manor was a day 
roost of Greater horseshoe bats in the past. 

Any further major developments to expand Odd Down or South Down southwards should be 
carefully considered as the horseshoes east-west corridor lies within a couple of hundred metres 
of the urban area. 
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7.0 Recommendations 

The important areas for Greater horseshoe bats that are between Southstoke and Dunkerton, 
together with the whole ofHorsecombe Valley should be safeguarded and carefully managed for 
the bats. If possible these areas should be put into Countryside Stewardship Agreements to 
ensure the key habitats are retained, or improved by developing favourable features, including 
some woodland blocks on warm, south-facing slopes. The scrub areas of upper Horsecombe, and 
in the valley south-west of Southstoke leading down to Rowley Farm, would need regular 'patch' 
thinning to maintain its structure, to stop the development of continuous dense scrub, which is 
poorer foraging habitat. 

The author has carried out a study over three seasons, of the bats of the 1 000-hectare Homer 
Woods (north Somerset). One of the most important foraging habitats for Barbastelle 
(Barbastella barbastellus), Bechstein's (Myotis bechsteinii), Daubenton's, Greater horseshoe, 
Long-eared, Natterer's (Myotis nattereri) and Pipistrelle bat species is an area of extensive scrub 
(Billington 2000a). 

The owner ofHodshill should be approached to see if he would consider taking on a 
management agreement for his Coach House. To make it more suitable for Greater horseshoe 
bats just by mainly providing access. It is possible this could have been an important Greater 
horseshoe day roost in the past. The main problem that has been experienced here is damage to 
oil paintings stored on the upper floor of the building, caused by urine & droppings from bats and 
birds. This would need to be addressed before bats could be encouraged, this could be an ideal 
location to install an incubator. 
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Appendix II- photographs 

11. Upper Horsecombe 
Taken from ST750617 looking NNE 
The key foraging area on the south facing slopes ofHorsecombe Vale 

2/. Upper Horsecombe 
Taken from ST751616looking NNE 
The foraging area of bat M8924 on 1 June 

3/. Southstoke 
Taken from ST753613 looking SSW 

4/. Southstoke 
Taken from ST745613looking SSW 
The key foraging area of Southstoke 

51. Southstoke 
Taken from ST739613 looking west 
The key scrub/hedgerow foraging habitat 

61. Englishcombe 
Taken from ST710642looking SSE 
The tree lined Newton Brook 

7/. Odd Down 
Taken from ST725615looking WSW 
Middle Wood 

8/. Odd Down 
Taken from ST732616looking WNW 
Vernham Wood 

9/. Wrightlington 
Taken from ST705554 looking west 

10/. Wrightlington 
Taken from ST703553 looking west 
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Appendix m- lkm grid square records 

The following list is of confirmed lkm records, approximate flight routes/foraging areas have 
only been included where they are known to be in specific squares 

ST6955 
ST7052 
ST7152 
ST7054 
ST7059 
ST7061 
ST7062 
ST7064 
ST7065 
ST7155 
ST7157 
ST7158 
ST7159 
ST7162 
ST7163 
ST7164 
ST7258 
ST7259 
ST7260 
ST7261 
ST7262 
ST7263 
ST7359 
ST7360 
ST7361 
ST7362 
ST7363 
ST7459 
ST7460 
ST7461 
ST7462 
ST7463 
ST7557 
ST7558 
ST7559 
ST7560 
ST7561 
ST7562 
ST7563 
ST7659 
ST7660 
ST7661 
ST7662 

ST7758 
ST7759 
ST7760 
ST7761 
ST7762 
ST7859 
ST7860 
ST7861 
ST7862 
ST7958 
ST7959 
ST7960 
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Summary 

303 individual bats were caught during 44 hours of mist-netting and harp-trapping at 
three entrances to the Combe Down mine system between August and November 2000. 

Byfield entrance was found to have the greatest activity and diversity with a total of 292 
bats of ten different species caught during seven separate catching occasions. Two 
catching events were performed at Grey Gables entrance, however despite fairly high 
activity in the vicinity of the entrance only eight bats offour species were caught. Greater 
and Lesser horseshoe bats were seen night-roosting close to the grille at this site. One 
catch was performed at St. Winifreds. This entrance had the lowest level of activity and 
despite the presence of Greater and Lesser horseshoe bats and Pipistrelle bats in the 
vicinity (identified by bat detectors) only three Daubenton's bats were captured. 

The composition of species caught at the entrance at Byfield changed with time during 
the season. Overall, 68% of all bats caught were male, however sex ratio varied between 
species. Dominant species at Byfield included Brandt' s bat, a species not usually found in 
such great numbers at a swarming site; the Lesser horseshoe bat, the Whiskered bat and 
the Natterer's bat. These four species contributed approximately 75% of the total caught. 

Two Bechstein's bats were caught on one occasion. Very few roost sites are known for 
this species, therefore it is of great interest that they are found at Combe Down. 

A summary of status of all species captured at the site is given in Table 1. 

Common name Species name Distribution/Status IUCN Status 
Greater horseshoe bat Rhinolophus ferrumequinum Restricted/Rare Endangered 
Lesser horseshoe bat Rhino/ofJhus hipposideros Restricted/Rare Endangered 
Brandt's bat Myotis brandtii Widespread/Scarce Vulnerable 
Whiskered bat Myotis mystacinus Widespread/Scarce Vulnerable 
Natterer' s bat Myotis nattereri Widespread/Frequent Vulnerable 
Serotine bat Eptesicus serotinus Restricted/Frequent Vulnerable 
Bechstein's bat Myotis bechsteinii Restricted/Rare Rare 
Daubenton's bat Myotis daubentonii Widespread/Common Not Threatened 
Pipistrelle bat Pipistrellus Widespread/Common Not Threatened 

pipistrellus!pygmaeus 
Brown long-eared bat Plecotus auritus Widespread/Common Not Threatened 

Table 1. Distribution and conservation status of bats known to be present at Combe 
Down mines (from Hutson, 1993, Action Plan for the Conservation of bats in the United 
Kingdom) 
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1. Introduction 

Catching was carried out to assess species composition, sex composition and return rate 

at the mine entrances. Bats found at the mine may be divided into two groups; (i) those 

which day roost in the mine and emerge from the entrances at night to feed and (ii) those 

which roost elsewhere and arrive at the mine after dusk for night-roosting or 'swarming' 

activity. Swarming has been described as the flight of bats through underground sites 

during the late summer and early autumn (Fenton, 1969, Canadian Journal of Zoology, 

47:597-602). Proposed reasons for this behaviour include familiarization with hibernation 

sites and meeting conspecifics for mating. Typical of swarming are multi-species 

associations, a large male bias and very low return rate of individuals. Myotis bats, in 

particular, indulge in swarming behaviour. 

Catching of bats was deemed necessary at Combe Down because although it is possible 

to identify some of the British species confidently by analysis of echolocation calls, it 

remains difficult to separate species of the Myotis genus. Appearances of some species, 

most notably that of the rare Bechstein' s bat would have surely have been missed were 

not catching performed. 
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2. Methodology 

Captures were made using one or more 2-ply mist nets (BTO) and/or one or more harp 

traps (Austbat) as summarized in Table 2. All of the sites are grilled hence the nets and 

traps were placed outside the entrances as close to the front of the grilles as possible. 

Catching was carried out on dry nights and at approximately fortnightly intervals when 

weather permitted. On the first two occasions when bats were caught for radio

transmitters to be fitted the nets and traps were erected half to one hour before dusk. On 

the remaining occasions catching devices were in place half to one hour after dusk. This 

was to avoid catching Greater horseshoe bats as they emerged from the mine in order to 

minimize disturbance to the resident population. When bats were caught they were 

quickly extracted from the catching device and placed in cloth bags before processing 

took place. The bats were identified to species, sexed, weighed and their forearms 

measured. Indicators of age and sexual maturity, such as the state of nipples and false 

teats for females and testes and epididymides for males, were assessed. As part of an 

ongoing population study of bats in the region bats of five species were fitted with unique 

identifying aluminium rings (Mammal Society). Greater horseshoe bats were ringed by 

Dr R Ransome. Daubenton's, Natterer's, Brown long-eared and Bechstein's bats were 

ringed by either Dr G Jones or Miss K Parsons. All work was carried out under license 

from English Nature. 
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3. Results 

:~~~e~:;,,;',~~~¥t~· .. ·•.•·, .... ·•· mt~tiQDS "·• ••r·.!~t:J:.n· r~~~.:erJ:!:t!pe•.·. ;~IIRlc~~gh~~a~··· ,fp~t~:"::u~~t,j 
1 07.08.00 Byfield 7 2MN, 2HT 91 7 
2 21.08.00 Byfield 7.5 2MN, 2HT 44 5 
3 04.09.00 Byfield 5 2MN, 2HT 39 8 
4 21.09.00 Byfield 4.5 2MN, 2HT 13 7 
5 02.10.00 Byfield 4.25 2MN, 2HT 51 6 
6 16.10.00 Byfield 4 2MN, 2HT 36 5 
7 08.11.00 Byfield 4 2MN, 2HT 18 4 

24.08.00 St. Winifreds 2.25 !MN 3 1 
21.09.00 Grey Gables 2.5 !MN 1 1 

2 02.10.00 Grey Gables 3.25 1 HT 7 4 

~~~&~i~~l\6K~t~~Ji~i:1l~~sf~~[~~t:£:~r~~~~!"~~fi~·I:;ir;;;8~:lvi:~~~~~1~i~·s~~f~~tt~~~·1!i~~?i;i'~~w~~~8~·t\ 

Table 2. Summary of catching events by date, including the duration of catching, 
apparatus used and the number of bats and species caught on each occasion. 

3.1. Byfield (Mushroom) 

Initially the purpose of catching at this entrance was to catch Greater horseshoe and 

Daubenton's bats for attachment of radio-transmitters. However due to the large number 

of other species caught, and the knowledge that similar mines in the area are used for 

swarming activity, particularly by Myotis spp., it was decided to carry out catches at 

fortnightly intervals between August and November. This mine entrance was found to 

have a very great diversity of visiting bat species as shown in Figure 1. 

In total ten species were caught representing five separate genera. All five of the British 

species of Myotis were found at the site, including the Bechstein's bat, which has a 

restricted range in Britain (see Table 1). Converse to another well studied swarming site 

nearby (Box, Wilts.) Brandt's and Whiskered bats were fairly common and Natterer's 

and Daubenton's bats less so. Fewer Greater horseshoe bats were caught than were 

actually present because catching was intentionally commenced late on all occasions 

except the first two to allow these bats to emerge without capture. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the change in composition as a proportion of the whole number of 

bats caught over the seven catching events. The dates span three entire months from 7 

August to 8 November 2000. The first point of interest is that the majority of Greater 

horseshoe captures occurred during catches 1 and 2. As mentioned above, this was to be 

expected as catching began earlier on these dates with the express purpose of catching 

Greater horseshoe bats for radio-tagging. On catch 1 over 60% of bats caught were 

Brandt' s bats and 85% of these were male. These bats were largely absent in later 

catches. Perhaps as many as half of the Brandt's were caught whilst emerging from the 

mine having day roosted there. It is possible that Byfield mine was being used as a 

transitory roost for the species during early August and that they moved on to another site 

later in the season. Alternatively, this might be evidence that Brandt's bats 'swarm' 

significantly earlier than the other Myotis species. The proportion of Whiskered bats 

remained fairly constant throughout all seven catches. 

The proportion ofDaubenton's bats was greatest on catches 2, 3 and 4. No Daubenton's 

bats were caught after 02.10.00. Natterer's bats began to be caught from catch 3 onwards 

and still formed a large proportion of the whole on 08.11.00. These observations 

concerning temporal separation of Daubenton's and Natterer's bats concur with findings 

at other swarming sites (K N Parsons, unpubl. ). Lesser horseshoe bats were more 

commonly caught in catching events 5, 6 and 7 than in any of the preceding events. 

Figure 3 illustrates the sex ratio for each of the species caught in large enough numbers. 

It is evident that sex ratios for the four Myotis species depicted here are very similar at 

around 80% male. The Greater and Lesser horseshoe bats demonstrated sex ratios closer 

to unity. This difference in sex ratio between the two genera is likely to be because of the 

different roosting habits of the species. In Rhinolophus species both sexes day-roost 

underground and will be caught whilst emerging or returning during the night, hence it is 

more likely to encounter a near even number of each sex. (The way in which sex ratio 

varied in the horseshoe bats is discussed briefly in Appendix 1.) In the Myotis, the bats 

are arriving at the site from elsewhere and it is apparent that more males than females 

undertake to visit such sites. In a study of swarming in North America it was found that 
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male bats, but not females, occasionally spend one day at an underground site, having 

arrived to swarm the previous evening. They then depart the following evening (Davis & 

Hitchcock, 1965, Journal ofMammalogy, 46:296-313). 

Dr Ransome had previously ringed Greater horseshoe bats at the site and 14 of these 

individuals were recaptured once and two were recaptured twice during the 

summer/autumn catching season. (Additional ringed Greater horseshoe bats were 

captured during May, details of which are given in Appendix 2.) Unringed Greater 

horseshoe, Daubenton's, Natterer's, Brown Long-eared and Bechstein's bats were fitted 

with rings as stated in the methodolgy section. Four new Greater horseshoe bats were 

ringed, none of which were recaptured afterward. 69 vespertilionids* were ringed 

comprising 2 Bechstein's, 30 Daubenton's, 32 Natterer's and 5 Brown long-eared bats. 

None of these individuals were recaptured. This is not surprising since studies of 

swarming, of which ringing has been a part, have reported very few recaptures within the 

same year. We are keen to be permitted access to the site during the same months next 

year in the hope of re-catching some of the ringed individuals. 

3.2. Grey Gables 

Two catches were performed at this site. During the first only one bat was caught 

however activity was high in the area immediately in front of the grille. The bats 

appeared able to detect the mist net and consequently avoid it. A harp trap was therefore 

chosen for the second attempt. This proved more successful and revealed use of the site 

by four species, Greater and Lesser horseshoes, Natterer's and Whiskered bats. The 

Greater horseshoe bat had previously been ringed. Activity outside the entrance was 

again high. Infra-red video recordings were made which are available on request. Greater 

horseshoe bats and lesser horseshoe bats hung up to night-roost just inside the grille. 

Listening with the bat detector revealed almost constant Myotis and horseshoe bat 

activity throughout the catching period. The seclusion offered by the overhang at the site 

is often suggested as a favourable feature at a swarming site allowing the bats to indulge 

in energetic flight activity with some degree of protection. It is noted that the area under 

the bridge was especially busy and there seemed to be a route to and from the mine 
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between the trees above the mine which leads onto agricultural land. It would be 

beneficial to carry out further catches and observations at this site. 

3.3 St Winifred's 

The catch at this site was carried out on the same day as an emergence count. One 

Greater horseshoe bat and one vespertilionid* were counted out of the mine. Myotis, 

pipistrelle and lesser horseshoe echolocation calls were heard, including feeding buzzes. 

It was evident from our observations that the Lesser horseshoe bats could detect the mist 

net placed across the grille and subsequently avoided it however they appeared very keen 

to enter the mine. Between 23:05 and 23:55 two male and one female adult Daubenton's 

bats were caught. Perhaps, because they have a different method of echolocation, they are 

less well able to detect the mist net than the horseshoes. It is notable that the two males 

were on the inside of the net, whereas the female was on the outside. As this mine does 

not connect with anywhere we have to conclude that the males had spent the day in the 

mine and were emerging late, or that they somehow got in past the net and were coming 

out again when caught. Activity was undoubtedly lower than at either of the other two 

sites but what was caught was definitely an under-representation of the number of bats 

visiting this site. 

• Note: Vespertilionid is a blanket term describing plain-nosed bats, thus incorporating all British species, 

with the exception of the two species of horseshoe bats. 
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4.Conclusions 

Catching carried out at the Combe Down mmes during summer and autumn 2000 

identified particularly high usage of tbe Byfield entrance by ten different species of bat. 

This site is a known day-roosting site for horseshoe bats, however it has become apparent 

during this study that Brandt' s bats occasionally stay during the day also at certain times 

of year. 

Several species arrive at the mine after dark, either to night-roost between feeding bouts 

or to take part in swarming activity. If, as suspected, swarming has a function in the 

location of mates and/or identification of suitable hibernation sites then it is vital that the 

bats continue to visit the site for the survival of the populations in this region. 

The large numbers of bats caught, together with the absence of recaptures of ringed 

individuals, suggest that many hundreds ofMyotis bats may use the mine for swarming. 

Swarming is thought by some to provide an indication of the species that hibernate at the 

site. Some Myotis, for example the Daubenton's bat, crawl deep into crevices and piles of 

scree for hibernation and hence are regularly overlooked during winter hibernation 

counts. 

Fewer bats utilized the Grey Gables entrance, however it is a smaller entrance so this is 

perhaps to be expected. Swarming activity at this site was great, as was use of the site for 

night roosting by both species of horseshoe bat. 
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Appendix 1 

Sex ratio variation in Greater and Lesser horseshoe bats caught at Byfield 

This brief discussion of sex ratio in the horseshoe bats caught at Byfield contains 
data from two catches in May which have not been discussed in the body of this 
report (see also Appendix 2). 

Overall 18 male and 18 female Greater horseshoes were caught and 39 male and 38 
female Lesser horseshoes during the course of 9 catching events (2 in May, 7 as 
previously discussed). The figures for Lesser horseshoes take no account of possible 
recaptures as this species was not ringed. These figures illustrate a sex ratio for both 
species of unity (1:1). The charts accompanying this appendix illustrate the change in sex 
ratio over time. 

Chart 1 illustrates that Greater horseshoe bats were caught in large numbers on only three 
occasions, 30 May, 07 August and 21 August. On these occasions both males and 
females were present in fairly equal proportions. On 21 August juveniles of both sexes 
were captured for the first time (3 juvenile males and 2 juvenile females with 2 adult 
males and 4 adult females), however on 07 August lactating females were caught 
emerging from the mine at dusk. This strongly suggests that non-volant young had been 
left in the mine to await their mother's return. Overall the proportion of juveniles is low 
compared to the number of adult females caught at the site (37.5%). This may be because 
not all of the young had become volant by 21 August, because breeding success was low 
or simply because the sample is small. On 16 October, the only other occasion when a 
juvenile was caught, the catch of Greater horseshoes comprised one adult male and one 
juvenile male. 

Lesser horseshoe bats were caught on every occasion of catching, however not until the 
penultimate two events were many females captured - see chart 2. The number of males 
remains fairly constant throughout indicating a resident male population at the site and in 
October these males are joined by an influx of females to the site. Perhaps maternity 
colonies are situated elsewhere, possibly utilizing another entrance to the mine system, 
hence females are found less frequently than males during summer and early autumn. The 
proportion of juveniles found is similar to that of the Greater horseshoes at around 40%, 
however only one female juvenile was caught before 21 September (on this occasion only 
6 adult males were also caught). The influx of juveniles to the site appeared to 
accompany the appearance of the adult females indicating perhaps that mother and 
offspring traveled together to Byfield from the natal site. On 2 October 6 adult males, 8 
adult females and 3 juvenile males and 7 juvenile females were caught. The number of 
juveniles thus accords well with the number of adult females captured. 
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Appendix 2 

Summary of two catches performed in May at Byfield entrance 

25May 2000 

Total bats caught= 5 
Total species caught = 3 
Breakdown: Greater horseshoe 

Lesser horseshoe 
Daubenton's bat 

2 males 
2 males 
1 male 

(Note: catching was performed inside the mine on this occasion and deemed 
unsatisfactory. Henceforth traps and nets were set up at the mine entrance) 

30May2000 

Total bats caught= 22 
Total species caught = 2 
Breakdown: Greater horseshoe 

Lesser horseshoe 
6 males, 4 females 
12 males, 0 females 

Following is summary of all Greater horseshoe bats caught at Combe Down. 
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Appendix 1. Chart 1. Sex ratio of captured greater horseshoe bats over t ime 
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